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The Higher Education Policy Institute is a charity established in 2002 ‘to promote research into 
and understanding of all aspects of higher education and to disseminate the useful results 
of such research for the education of policy makers and the general public in the United 
Kingdom’. HEPI is funded by higher education institutions and other organisations that wish 
to see a vibrant higher education policy debate shaped by evidence. We are grateful for this 
continuing support.
Our engagement with policymakers, the higher education sector, the media, students and the 
public is primarily through our reports, our online presence and our events. We look to work 
collaboratively with other organisations committed to good public policy. Between August 
2019 and July 2020, there were significantly more HEPI publications than in any previous year 
and more engagement with our work online, including our daily blog. We ran a successful in-
person events programme until March 2020, after which HEPI’s events moved online.
The small HEPI team is guided by an Advisory Board and is accountable to a Board of Trustees 
as well as the Charity Commission and other official agencies.
This short Annual Review provides further detail on HEPI’s performance in 2019/20, reflecting 
our commitment to transparency.
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1. Publications
In 2019/20, HEPI produced 34 pieces of original research:
•	 13 Policy Reports or ‘blue books’ (up from 9 in 2018/19);
•	 11 Policy Notes (up from 7 in 2018/19);
•	 three Policy Briefing Papers for HEPI University Partners;
•	 two Debate Papers or ‘red books’;
•	 two press releases incorporating original research;
•	 one Analytical Paper;
•	 one joint report with Unite Students; and
•	 one HEPI / Advance HE Student Academic Experience 

Survey.

Highlights of the year included: a workstream on postgraduate students (including three reports); 
a focus on diversity (with reports on reducing racial inequalities and decolonising the curriculum); 
a look at other countries (with reports on Australia and China); original research on student and 
staff wellbeing; and polling of students on previously under-explored topics.

We published a more diverse range of authors than in the past, with a better gender balance, 
two essay collections with multiple authors and a number of reports written (or co-authored) by 
undergraduate and postgraduate students.

This was a higher written output than in any previous year: HEPI produced 25 pieces of original 
research in 2018/19; 26 in 2017/18; 18 in 2016/17; 16 in 2015/16; 15 in 2014/15; 10 in 2013/14; and 
under 10 in each earlier year.

Chris Millward, Director for Fair Access and 
Participation, September 2019:

I welcome this report [The white 
elephant in the room]. The ideas 
contained in it should help to 
address one of the major concerns 
for equality and fairness in higher 
education today.
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2. Events
In 2019/20, HEPI hosted 24 events, either on its own or in 
conjunction with others, including:

•	 eight webinars, including events with the Minister for 
Universities and the Shadow Minister for Universities 
and two joint webinars with Advance HE on the 2020 
Student Academic Experience Survey;

•	 six policy-focused dinners and four roundtables around the UK, including events at the Labour 
and Conservative Party conferences;

•	 two parliamentary breakfast seminars, hosted jointly with Advance HE, on institutional 
governance and how geopolitics affects higher education;

•	 two launch events, including the UK release of the OECD’s Education at a Glance report; and
•	 one half-day expert policy seminar and a separate conference, co-hosted with PwC, on the 

value of higher education.

Regrettably, the COVID-19 pandemic meant many HEPI 
events that would usually have taken place – including our 
Policy Briefing Day and our Annual Conference – had to be 
cancelled in 2020, but we launched a new programme of 
HEPI webinars during the crisis.
As a result of the pandemic, the total number of events 
in 2019/20 was slightly lower than in 2018/19 (30) and 
2017/18 (30), the same as in 2016/17 (24) but higher than 
in 2015/16 (16); 2014/15 (11) and 2013/14 (14).

3. Online activity
In 2018/19, HEPI launched a new website, which extended 
our reach in 2019/20. We developed our online presence 
while continuing to print all HEPI’s major pieces of research.
The COVID-19 crisis provided additional material and the 
change in working patterns, with more people working 
from home, encouraged people to engage with HEPI’s 
online output. We achieved over half a million hits (510,000) 
for the first time in 2019/20, up over 40% year-on-year from 300,000 hits in 2018/19, 230,000 in 
2017/18, 160,000 in 2016/17 and 130,000 in 2015/16.
There were 254 separate blog posts, more than in any previous year (186 in 2018/19, 144 in 2017/18, 
60 in 2016/17 and 50 in 2015/16).

Conclusion
Overall, in 2019/20, we produced more output than ever 
before, raising HEPI’s profile and impact.
However, in common with other organisations, including 
other small charities, HEPI’s income fell. The scope for 
working with others reduced during the COVID-19 crisis, 
producing the first financial deficit since 2013/14. So a 
series of cost-saving measures has therefore been agreed by the small HEPI staff team and the HEPI 
Trustees, which will be implemented in 2020/21.
As the pandemic and other big changes, including Brexit, raise a host of tricky educational policy questions, 
our goal in 2020/21 – HEPI’s 18th year – will be to become more efficient without losing impact.

Charlie Ball, Head of HE Intelligence at HECSU / 
Prospects, April 2020:

Obviously it’s always worth 
reading anything HEPI put out.

Patrick Watson, education blogger, April 2020:
No other think tank consistently 
publishes so many good + topical 
reports.

Jon Richards, UNISON Head of Education and 
Local Government, October 2019:

I heartily recommend to anyone 
working in HE the daily morning 
email posts from @HEPI_news.

www.hepi.ac.uk

Lord Adonis, former Minister for Schools, 
September 2019:

William [Whyte]’s paper is quite 
brilliant, it made me think this 
topic is much more important 
than I thought before. And I’ve 
changed my view.
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http://www.unite-group.co.uk/sites/default/files/2019-09/new-realists-insight-report-2019.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Policy-Note-16-_-The-soft-power-benefits-of-educating-the-world%E2%80%99s-leaders-05_09_19-Screen.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Two-sides-of-the-same-coin-Brexit-and-future-student-demand.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Policy-Note-18-_-Student-loans-for-those-on-long-prison-sentences_FINAL1.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Policy-Note-17-_-At-what-cost-Students%E2%80%99-views-on-Augar-funding-and-the-cost-of-living-8-Page.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/The-white-elephant-in-the-room-ideas-for-reducing-racial-inequalities-in-higher-education.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/HEPI-University-governance-in-a-new-age-of-regulation.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HEPI_Somewhere-to-live_Report-121-FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/2019-ELECTION-BRIEFING.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/HEPI-Policy-Note-20-Social-Mobility-Challenge-FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Students-or-data-subjects-Report-122-Web-FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Social-Mobility-and-Higher-Education-Are-grammar-schools-the-answer.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/HEPI_A-Languages-Crisis_Report-123-FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/HEPI-Policy-Note-21-What-affects-student-wellbeing-13_02_20.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Unheard-The-voices-of-part-time-adult-learners.pdf
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https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Making-Universities-Matter-Report-125-FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/From-T-to-R-revisited.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Pressure-Vessels-II.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/UK-Universities-and-China_HEPI-Report-132_FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Getting-on.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/HEPI-Policy-Note-22.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/HEPI-Policy-Note-24_Coronavirus_FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/One-for-all-or-all-four-one-Does-the-UK-still-have-a-single-higher-education-sector.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/PhD-Life_The-UK-Student-Experience_HEPI-Report-131.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/HEPI_Miseducation_Debate-Paper-23_FINAL.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/The-Student-Academic-Experience-Survey-2020.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/After-demand-driven-funding-in-Australia.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Postgraduate-Education-in-the-UK.pdf
https://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/HEPI-Policy-Note-25_PhD-students-careers_FINAL.pdf

